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PADUCAH DAILY REGISTER.
itegistee, Mist. May,
Standard, Est. April,

PADUCAH, KY., TUESDAY MORNING, MAY 1, 1906.
ton of atmospheric ccuiditions, make
things ideal for the week that promises to be one of exceptional pleasure and success.

iCARPENTEgS GO OUT ON A
STRIKE IN PADUCAH TODAY

The Unionists Want the Contractors to Put 4.80 Per
Day As the Minimum to Be Paid, and This
Proposition Being [Refused, the
Strike Is Effective Today.
•

1
1

DOLLAR

BANK

IS

ACCUSED

•

VOL 22,. NO. 310

CARNIVAL SUIT

NATIONAL AID METHODIST
NOW WITH JURY HAS BEEN ASKED
CONFERENCE

Charged With $48,000 Txcess Loan
by L. W. Prior Creditor.
— —
Cleveland, 0., April`30.—In a cross
bill filed in the federal court yesterday William P. Engel of Defiance,
0., alleges that the Dollar Savings
bank of, Painesville, 0., loaned to
the late Leland W. Prior Woo° in
excess of the limit allowed by law.
The amount of the loan, according WARNEKINC) GIVEN'
to the cross bill, was $68,000.
JUDGEMENT FOR $24,40
Prior committed suicide several
months ago, leaving his business
affairs in a hopelessly mixed condition and with liabilities amounting to
Railroad Wants Pink Underwood
more than $1,000,000.
Case Transferred to U. S. Court

J: M.Spicer Wants Damages
On Account of Injuries.

SAN FRANCISCO WILL

•

APPEAL TO GOVERNMENT

Mr. Bu.H Scott and Master
Ed Newell To Attend.

T) Help Rebuild—Only Twenty-five
Millions Needed.

THEOLOGICAL

COLLEGE

.QUESTION COMES UP.
portune time for the carpenters, and
at a bad time for the contractors and
Washington, April 30.—Only two
people putting up the houses, and
regiments o ftroops, comprising- in Rev, Father Jansen Will Hai'. Be
probabilities are desperate efforts will
all about 1.,350 men, will be sent to
be made to settle the controversy in
in Charge 25 Years in 1907 of
San rrancisco to
re-inforce those
order completion of structures' can be
now there, instead of the 2,500 men
worked towards.
For Trial.
This City's Church,
as originally proposed by General
Over at Hopkinsville today a strike
also
carpenters
the
with
and
on
War
Greely
will come
sanctioned by the
Department. The troops to go are
as shown by the following dispatch
the First Cavalry, from Fort Clark
which was received by The 'Register
and; Fort Sam Houston, Tex., and PREACHERS TALK ON
yesterday:
MR. WILCOX WILL
ORDERED
TODAY SHELTON
the infantry regiment from Fort D.
There will probably be something
TURN IN THE FINAL
TO
PAY
FINE. A. Russell, Wy..
CIVIC WELFARE MAY
doing in Hopkinsville tomorrow on
p.ZPORT
San Francisco, April ' 30.—At a
two different lines, one a labor strike
meeting today, at which were present
and the other in regard to the enPhelan. chairman of the
James
forcement of the stock ordinance, Messrs. Henry Nunn and R. H.
•
finance
c,,mmi
tee, and, some noted
which is scheduled to go into effect McGuire, .city school census enumerThere is now with the petit jury
Mr. B. H. Scott and Master
tomorrow. The carpenters and join-, ators for the first, second, third and of the circuit court, the suit of J. M. lawyers and bankers, a plan was
ward Newell leave tomorrow mor
broached for financing the city,
ws have demanded a nine-hour day fourth wards, have finished their Spicer against The
Carnival
Paducah
ing
for Birmingham, Ala., to site d
which, it is hoped will meet with the
without a decrease in pay, and the
work, and turned their reports into association for several
thournatri indorsement of the general commit- the general conference for the Sou
the
Company,
Manufacturing
Forb's
the hands of Secretary W. H. Pitcher dollars damages, on account of in.
rn •Miethodist churches, that c nLargest contractors in the city, has
tee.
hands
board,
the
the
who
ef
school
plaintiff
reto
have
claims
venes
rethere Thursday for a seve al
the
grant
not
will
city
they
the
that
declared
It being estimated
duction. As a result, it is expected returns in to the board meeting this ceived when the Ocean Wave col- has suffered a,"loss of at least Tano,- weeks session. About 400 deleg es
that about Too of their employes will evening. Mr. James H. Wilcox, lapsed at the grounds one year ago 000.000 by tire, it is conceded that •A'll be in attendance discharging the
eliumerator for the fifth and sixth eluting carnival week. Spicer was on there is not sufficient money in San annual duties of the body which
refuse to go to work tomorrow.
The contractors of this city state wards will not until today finish his the revolving pleasure apparatus at Francisco to reconstruct the city, and regulates all the churches of the
they cannot afford to pay the poorest work, but has gotten up all the the time and when it collapsed, he that the people must look elsewhere South. Mr. Scott is the delegate of
carpenters as much as $2.8o pe-r day, names, sufficient to show these two was thrown off, and claims injured. for funds to rehabilitate their de- Paducah from the Memphis • conferand then give higher wages to the wards will be 150 ahead of what they 1he suit was taken up yesterday in stroyed fortunes.
ence, while Master Newell is one of
men, acording to the position in the were last year. The third and fourth the court, all evidence heard, and
Mr. Phelan said that, if the money the conference pages.
grading their efficiency entitIts them also show an increase, while the first matter then left with the jury which is borrowed through ordinary chanDuring the
Conference °Ihree
nels, the rate of interest will add a bishops are to be
to They claim that they are now end second arc falling off this year has not yet brought in a verdict.
elected, and several
are
they
than
taxmore
men
increase
paying many
as compared with Tose.
The jury gave G. H. Warnekin burden to necessarily
widely known church workers are
entitled to, while the unionists conthe first judgment for $240.4o against R. W. ation that will be too heavy to be being mentioned prominently in coniron
reports
detailed
The
wage
of
schedule
Phelan
old
Mr.
pf
plan
their
The
tend, that
four wards are as follows:
Warnekin sustained.
Green and company.
nection with the elections. One is
is to frame legislation to present to
is not commensurate with the work
282
males,
235
First
Ward—White,
from
Green
some
tobacco
bought
Dr. J. J. Taggart, book editor for the
to
States
United
the
asking
done, cven by those at the bottom of
congress,
females, total 517; colored, 187 males, who agreed to have it stored in one
the grade.
indorse the proposed bonds of San conference, who resides at Nashville.
342 females, totaal 429; grand total warehouse, but instead put it in the Francisco. With this guarantee of Tenn., while another is Dr Seth
warelessuse that burnecl_at Tenth and the government, the city wit/ be able Ward, secretary of the board of mis946Second Ward—White, 467 males, Croadway last August. The hogs- to go into the financial- markets of sicns, and who lives in Dallas, Texas.
482 females, total 949; colored, 133 heads and contents were destroyed
Dr. Denny of Vanderbilt university
males, 122 females, total 255;* grand by the fire with no insurance on
at Nashville, and Dr. McMurry, the
(Continued on Page 14.)
total 1204.
them. Warnekin then sued Green 8c
renowned St. Louis divine, are also
Third Ward—White, 39t males, 386 Co., on the ground the tobacco BROKER SAID TO
being spoken of favorably for the
females, total 777; colored, 117 males, v.ould not have burned if it had been
HAVE ABSCONDED exalted positions.
it° females, total 247i grand total put in the warehouse designated.
Rev. T. J. Newell, of the Broadway
trial the suit of A. L. Rich, of Cincinnati, is Wanted Methodist church of this city is
on
1 024.
now
is
There
last week and were working all the
Fourth Ward—White 547
THE COSMOPOLITAN PEOPLE
Buford Harper against the Illinois
chairman of the educational board
for Forging Bonds of
balance of Sunday and yesterday F.tcr females, total to86; colored, 178,
for the Memphis conference, and he.
railroad for damages, on acCentral
$90,000.
ATRACTIONS
yet
as
but
shape,
MANY
in
getting things
CARRY
males, ifila females, total 338; grand count of personal injuries.
together with the chairman of this
their are several not ready for the total
Louisville. 'Ky., April 30.—A. L. board for the other conferences of
a motion and
filed
defendant
The
1424
WITH THEM.
the
public until night, they being
bond, asking the judge to order Rich, a prominent broker of Cincin- the South, held a meeting some
Crazy House, Trained Horse and
Commencement Speakers.
to the federal court, the nati, who is alleged to have forged weeks ago at Nashville, Tenn., and
transferred
o'hers. There were fifteen paid atLast
Out
Felix
have
of
G. Rudolph, adminis- bonds to the amount of $90,000 and framed upe a recommendation that
suit
committee
Were
the
and
Lieb
S.npt.
Thousands of People
tractions open last evening, while by
Underwood, against. absconded, was formerly connected will be submitted the coming general
the
for
Pink
of
trator
arrangements
completed
this evening the others will be.in full
ThemEnjoying
Evening
railroad, for dam- with the Third National Bank of this conference, regarding the theological
Central
speakers who are to address t he the Illinois
bloom, and make about twenty altocity, of which Owen Tyler is presi- colleges the educational
boards want
graduates this year during the com- ages, on account of the death of Unselves Immensely.
gether for the public.
,dent.
M'r. Rich has had financial ininjuries refrom
died
was
who
This
established
derwood
South,
down
exercises.
about three
mencement
Several more riding apparature3
terest in the institution for two years,
in number. The recommendation
received Sunday. ceived several years ago during a
letters
by
effected
affect
not
will
the
although
and
defalcation
his alleged:
will get here today,
suggests that the different conferand the white scholars will be ad wreck near Mayfield. He was fire- the local financial situation.
Despite the fact that it rained hard features were enough last night, still
road.
ences belonging to the general conthe
for
superintendFuqua,
n.an
by
essed
.Prof.
Na-First
the
in
offices
had
Rich
yesterday and it turned a little chilly these added ones will increase the
The defendant filed his answer en- tional bank building, Cincinnati. The tribute so much money for these deent of public instruction for this
carnival
upon
exist
spring
they
which
the
with
still
profusion
last evening,
state, while the colored graduate will tering an appearance in the suit of bonds were forged in conection with sired institutions, and select officials
starts off with every assurance of its the grounds.
be spoken to by President W. H. George C. Wallace, executor of B. an effort made,by Rich to secure La take charge of the colleges. Dr.
thousand
reNothing but complimentary
usual success, as several
of the Alabama State Nor- H. Wisdom, against Henry Wisdom, control of the public utilities of Be- Newell yesterday said apt if the genCouncil
people were out upon the grounds marks were heard from all sources
schooi
at
for colored people of for settlement of the Wisdom estate. loit, Wis. He escaped from Cincin- eral conference did n* adopt this
r
last tvening witnessing the many at- last evening, while Charles Strahl Normal, Ala... Both are leading eduThe appellate court mandate was nati by climbing through the win- recommendation, that he and the
t.actions that were splendid as a held thousands in suspense while he cators.
chairmen of the other conference
in the action of the common- dow of a Pullman sleeper.
filed
whole. It was feared the grounds was making his high dive, which
The forgery was made of Wood educational boards, would go to
S. Walston of the wealth of Kentucky against John W.
Chairman
U.
would be muddy from the down- comes off at It o'cl6ck each evening.
ct mmencement committee, yesterday Shelton, and the latter ordered to county, Ohio., bonds, and in all $oo,- Birmingham, frame up another sugpour, but the shower acted to the re- He leaps from the top of a '12 foot s:..id they would shortly close a conpay the $5 fine assessed, and tne per 000 were forged, their use having gestion and submit this to the genverse and just settled the dust fine, ladder, down into the shallow pool
Kentucky where will cent additional. Skelton did business been put throeigh financial deals. The oral body. If the latter does adopt
The
for
tract
water below, and his "stunt" is one
making it unusually pleasant.
be held the. graduating ceremonies. for an insurance company without, discovery was made that the bonds the recommendation already made
were forgeries when a report was out, there will
It was an extraordinary opening that makes the hair stand on end, 'is This contract has never yet been
be no occasion for the
taking out a state license. He was
that all of this issue was being
spread
'evening as everbody entered into the it is sure a dare-devil trick, but he
as indicted and fined $51. He appealed
immediately,
be
will
but
chairmen to gather
closed,
board
educational
held by the Savings Society bank, of
ftn on short order and spent a happy performs it successfully. This is the there are no shows booked for the
court, which
appellate
the
in
again.
lost
rad
Cleveland, 0. An investigation was
time upon the site, from whence the Lighest leap ever made here by any dates the commencement occur.
decrees that the company he repre- made, the trick discovered, and P. S.
1;:st did not leave until midnight. The dyer coming with thc carnivals
Minister Gone.
sented, he had to have a license fdr. Brigs, who had been associated with
Cosmopolitan people have first class heretofore.
Fine Tardy Teachers.
by Markie Rich, forced the later to confess to
represented
was
Skelton
Confederacy
Rev. E. B. Farrar yesterday at
The Daughters of. the
carnival attractions all of which were
The superintendent yesterday noti Worten and loses.
what he had done.
usineas_
,call+ -patx.c.inized_
'
lib
Pitcher What teachers
-Divorces were granted ptaiNTiffs
after remaining here for several
store which they have well stocked have been tardy in arriving at school
following actions; Mollie Nordei# EX-BANKER GOLL IS GUILTY
the
desire
interestcould
weeks, conducting the revival meet
with everything anyone
The den of reptiles is very
during April, and tonight when the vs. W. S. Norden; Maggie Summers
ing
at the Second Baptist church. HP
ing to those caring to gaze upon the in their line. Crowds were around the s: lanes are allowed, there will be devs. Walter Summers; Minnie Gainor Milwaukeean Convicted of Misappli- ge es home for a rest before resuming
clammy, creeping serpents, which are establishment at all hours last night ducted from the pay of those tardy
cation of Bank's Funds.
Ns. John Gainor; Alice A. Nelson vs
his pastoral work. As result of the
the largest ever seen in this city. and the ladies will make a large sum. ones, the fines the trustees directed
Wis., April 30—Henry
•Milwaukee,
Nelson.
Fred
of he and PastotJ'Cunningham
labors
They, measure from thgtAliiefy foot of money fbe the Confederate monu- the secretary to assess. There are
G. Cron, former assistant cashier of
here
102 new 'members were added to
constrictor down to the smallest of ment by their venture.
city,
this
of
bank
the First National
only two on the list.
(Continued on rtrh-rl Page 1
The German Village was Open last
the serpent family.
was found guilty by a jury in the tre Second Baptist church, while
The Wild West show teams with night, but the absence of intoxicants
United States district court on nine- many conversions were effected, outmany features of huge interest, such was conspicuous, and seemed to meet
teen counts ont of thirty-four. The side these affiliating. The big tent
an encountered upon the plains and the approbation of everybody. (
,-onnts in the indictments against the gotten from Owensboro to hold the
Out in the center of the grounds
the far West, while the big
defendant on which' he Was found meeting under has been sent back to
guilty relative to false entries and the that city, while there will be kept
Nebraskan horse is a show in itself. are the merry-go-rounds, kaleidosmisapplication of funds in the bank, here the tent procured from Sebree,
The Alpfl production is good, as the copic views and other attractions ex1 those relating to embezzlement and Ky., the desire being to use it in the
London Ghost show, and "Mannie," ceedingly numerous. The Cosmopolfuture local work.
Naples, April 29.—The weather toaccompanied with the train reffibery itan people carry more shows with
At Pacciano,,a town of 800 inhabj- 1 telegrams being thrown out.
The verdict was . reached' by the
ever
aggregation
any
and other views pictured on canvass. them than
day in the region of Mount Vesuvius tants, the flood obstructed the doors
lasting eight
Cannot Come Until scab.
lie igorrotes draw large crowds, visiting Paducah.
, of hbuses so that the people were jury after a ..sessiotv
was good.
at at about
arrived
was
and
hours
1
Hundreds of people were down in
there being about fifty in the tribe,
Calvin i nornpson ot the 'Den.
Rev.
obliged to escape through windows.
morning and preReports that are coming in • con-while the Venetian glass blowers the city last evening, laboring under
today 1 o'clock Sunday
Baptist church has written
Aosta
Colo.,
ver,
The Duchess of
The
to the court at n a. m.
.-,ever fail in interest. The Arkansr.v the misapprehension that the opening corning the latest disaster show that braved
i stated
rlrave the dangers and went to ctuit
which Goll was al- the First Baptist chapel congregation
.
,
money
of
amo
-minstrels and in fact everything arm 'parade was to be held then, but it the dame done by the torrents of ...ttajarto in order to ascertain the
even if he accepts the call
• i Ieged to have misapplied was a bout here that
the grounds are first c4.s in every does not come off until evening at 7 mud washed from the mountain side extent of the damage done.
to take pastoral charge of the Padu$250,000. $25o,
bmpstred 'clock, and will include many feht- by the heavy rainfall of last week
'particular, and favorab)
King Edward and Queen. AleximdMr. Goll was- ernmoved by the ver- cah flock, that he cannot come untl
with any similar presentations ever utes. The committee to arrange this teas great. The mud, mixed with dra have been unable to make thir diet and referred all interviewers to the 20th of this month. He Jest ine.d• attorneys. He was remanded to formed them of this fact, if he diet
made here.
procession will meet this morning to whiela• were cinders and basaltic desired visit to the ,royal observatory is
The troupe came in Sunday from 'complete the outline.
stones, invaded all places and killed on Mount Vesuviut. They tried yes1- 1 the custody of the
United States
Jackson, Tenn., where they showed
The rain of yesterday, and modera- many animals.
,
(Continued on Pact Three.).
terday and failed.
"rubel.
.
•
.

All building work where carpenters
are used in this city will be brought
to a standstisill this morning, as the
result of the contractors, refusing to
grant the carpenters the increake in
wages they are paying them. The
yefterday
final decision was riattc
whcn the contractors notified the men
that the proposition for an increase
would not be countenanced, and' as
a risult the employes lay 'down their
tools and go out on a strike..
The carpenters heretofore have
been getting Sa,so per day as a minimum scale of wage for those at the
bottom of the schedule, while as the
efficiency of the men ran higher they
got bettter iiirgit: 'Now the union
wants $3.80 per day the lowest wage
paid any of them, and the scale to
'range upward in tho.slaseification of
the employes. These scales are for
nine hours, and for the past two
months the carpenters and contractors have been negotiating over the
Matter, but no agreement could be
reached. Today there expires the
old scale of wages and agreements
under which the carpenters have been
working for the past year, and the
contractors refusing to grant the increase. this means none of the union
men will return to work until the difficulty is settled.
There is a great amount of building
going on now over the city and this
disagreement betwen unionists and
those employing the men, will bring
operations in this regard to a complete standstill. It comes at an op-

Census For
City Schools

., SPRING CARNIVAL OPENED LAST
EVENING VERY SATISFACTORILY

Torrents of Mud Washed Down
Mount Vesuvius Do Great Damage

1

•

•
•

•

•
e-g

IL

•
46.1Lablika

•Jrk.•-.

"Inlirlfranr,r4

they had been amongst the unfortunate to lose their worldly possessions,
and that they were being maintained
by Uncle Sam, like the balance of the
people of that city. Mrs. Beauchamp
is the widow of the late H. M. Ileauchamp anicli lives at San Francisco
with her sop,. Mr. Charles Beauchamp. She Wrote upon a piece of
brown box paper cut square, and forFIRST ICEETING OF CREDIT- warded it without stamp.

• REFEREE GOES
TO wicKLIFFE
ORS IN WM. STAFFORD
CASE

THE

REVEILLE."

OW Soldiers, Whether of

Gray

Blue Will Appaeciate This.

or

Working
Girls
Who
Suffer

Try Cardui
for misery in the back, irregular catarnenial periods, falling feelings,heaeache,
cold hands and feet, dizziness, cramps, nervousness, irritability, and all disorders
of the womanly organs or functions. Working girls, in stores, offices and factories,school teachers,houseworkers,etc.,who overtax the,fr strength, by standing,lifting,sewing,sweeping, etc., suffer very commonly from diseases peculiar to their
sex, and should treat themselves, before their condition becomes dangerous, v,ith
that well-known and stir.r..e,clui medicine for sick women
10

U

WINE
OF

The blast of "reveille," sounded on
a cornet by -William A. Rogers, a
eree the Application of Parties
soloist, who lives at No. 1739 Lucas
St. Louis, is responsible for
avenue,
to Force Douglas into
the salitation of dcores of guests at
Bankruptcy.
the St. Francis Hotel, in San Francisco, during the earthquake and sub•
sequent conflagration. Mr. Rogers
"Live or die" writes Sarah G. Butts, the popular 'stool teacher of White
has rgturned to St. Louis, after a
Va., "I feel sure death is no worse than the pawls I suffered periodically.
Plains,
expermany
Referee E. W. Bagby of the bank- journey fraught with
My trouble was a female disorder of the severest kind. I had taken so many
rupt court, leaves this morning for iences.
medicines without relief that I was almost sunk in despair. Four bottles of CarHe was on the fourth 'floor of the
Wickliffe, Ky., to hold the first meetFREELY
US
WRITE
oA
action
gave me relief, and I am stronger now than in fIfteen years. Cardui is certhe
dui
in
first
the
when
creditors
Hotel
of
Francis
ing
St.
shortly
tainly a panacea for female troubles. May God
William P. Stafford, who
shock was felt. Awakened by the
and frankly, in strictest confidence, telling all your
Dur.
bankruptcy
4
send
you
.
in
will
We
petition
firg2
bless your every effort and broaden your territory0
age.
and
stating
your
a
his
from
,0040.4t"
troaible,
filed
bed
rumblings, he jumped
FREI ADVICE. In plain sealed envelope, arid a valing the gathering the creditors will rnd looked out the window.
until you have reached every suffering woman."
'Home Treatment for Women."
uable book on'
select their trustee to look after their
Realizing that it was an earthAddress: Ladies' Advisory Department, The
interests in winding up the estate. quake, and seeing the awful scenes
Chattanooga Mediatne Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.
The referee returns here and May 8th transpiring down upon the streets,
G•
the
hold
to
goes down to Miurray
the musician took a cornet out of a
creditorsi initial meeting in the John case and rushed into the hall. Trere
trusThe
McDonald proceeding.
be blew the notes of "reveille," the
Town," at The Kentucky Tuesday. tne career of this supposedly spect tee will be chosen for the latter also.
call, which aroused the guesta.
army
Referee.
Refered to
May 8th, she w.ill again impersonate tacular actress of days agone. This
had already been awakened by
Judge Whiter Evans of the United Many
zn actress. It will be recalled that is Mr. Fitch's second play laid in
of the building, but thc
States court at Louisville, has refered the trembring
Miss Allen's first great stellar suc- a like period, the first being his great
all
to Referee Bagby the application of shrill notes of the horn aroused
cess was as Glory Quayle in "The success, "Beau Brummell." It is a
Henry A. Douglas, the guests. The musician blew the Christian." Glory, while called an gieat cast that will assist Miss Allen
creditors of
wherein attempts are being made to military call a dozen times in sucia this play, and includes, among
force the latter into bankruptcy. The cession. Then he grabbed his hat, a
others, Isabel Irving, who has been
referee has set next Monday as the case of horns and went to the street. •
to relinquish her stellar
induced
Mr. Rogers barely escaped with
time for holding the acreditors' meetthe present to appear with
for
career
to select the bankrupt's trustees, his life, but, beyond losing a valuable
"THE
Allen.
Miss
• snd have claims filed. Douglas is the cornet and banjo, he succeeded in
detail groceryman formerly conduct getting out of the city with his lugWHITE
New York Symphony Orchestra.
an establishment on Third near gageThe New York Symphony fiches- CITY."
Tennesseee street.
"I lost a horn which cost Saco and
ti a. under the leadersrip of Mr. A gigantic
a banjo worth $125," said Mr. Rogers
Put in Nice Shape.
ka alter Damrosch, with Miss Zudie I Aggregation
yesterday. "The horn was knocked
Harris as soloist, which will anear Of bewildering
courtI
was
trying
his
while
hand
of
my
having
out
is
Referee Bagby
zt The 'Kentucky theatre on Satur- Sights.
room offices on Legal Row put in to arouse the guests by blowing the
day night of this week should repainters
ana
came.
the
army call. One of the guests
first class condition,
c&ve a liberal patronage from the
artists now working on the rooms. down the stairs and almost knocked
people of Paducah, for upon the •itcme off of my feet. I did not try to
of this engagement depends
cess
music
my
of
became
see what
futere enJgagements of like natere.
property. After I had alarmed the
The visit of the New York Symguests I tried to save my own life."
phi'fly Orchestra to this city i. an
event of far more than ordinary importance, one of which any music
Page.)
First
From
(Continued
loving community may well be proud.
Only for a small portion of each
the world and borrow the needed
money at 2 or 2'/, per cent, the bonds
season does this famous organization The feature
AND
to run for fifty years, and constitute FOR GETTING DRUNK
make an extended tour, its engage- Attractions oi
=if..•••••••••••00.-sipseagginom
a mortgage on the best portion of
nients in New York and immedinate The St. Louis
DISORDERLY HE WAS
the city.
vicinity being ao continuous as to Exposition.
•
Mr. Phelan asserted that such
ASSESSED $s.
preclude touring for more than a
Miss Viola Allen, in "The Toast of
legislation would not be new in conperiod. It is therefore, an "THE
The Town" at The Kentucky Tues- exceptional privilege to hear the
gress. It was by virtually such measIGORROTE
next week.
ures that the Central Pacific and the
New York Symphony away from the
Fined $75 and day of
Was
ell
HenryRdss
built,
Union Pacific railroads were
metropolis. and the enthusiasm with VILLAGE."
and more recently by lige legislation
Sent to Jail for ten Days for
hich the announcement of the presactress, flourished in a music hall;
that railways in the Philippines betour has been received indicates
in
ent
Singleton,
Betty
but the charming
Carrying Concealed
came assured to' the people of the
the
the optibrtunity is certain to rewas
that
Town,"
the
of
Toast
"The
islands.
Weapons.
cordial support and aanreciadurleive
leading lady of old Drury Lane
Sunday Concerts Resumed.
.ert wi
Seats for this engagem
The
non.
Ill.
fateGeorge
the
of
since
time
ing the
The second Sabbath
ful April 18 has served as a clearingplay which Mr. Fitch has written for Fr) on sale Friday morning at the
house in the affairs of this ruined , Phillip Listcrn was fined $5 and Miss Allen relates the incidents in box office of The Kentucky.
city. While the old-time quietude is costs in the pollee court yesterday
.11111MI
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SEASON accept the call, but he has made n)
decision as regards the latter, and
BE HELD THIS AFTERwili not until sometime this week.
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Mission
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SATURDAY NIGHT, MAY 5

Mr. Walter Damrosch

Steam and Dot Water Ileatinv,
Phone 133.

529 Broadway.

Rev. Mr. Taylor of the Christian
church mission board, preached here
First Chris'Ti.e Social and Musicale Postponed Sunday morning at the
tian church, he having been sent in
By the Epworth League of
place of Dr. Stephens who was exINSURE
pected. He made a most impressive
Broadway Methodist Church.
good
the
and thorough talk upon
work keing conducted, and left at r,
(i'ewe,: Zunday evs....,,, for .,%lay
where he preached in one of the
The ladies of the Delphic club will churches there.
'ibis afternoon at 4 o'clock hold they
Mission Closed.
last meeting for this season at CarAn organization which has gained wide-spread fame under the distin-fammi
*legit library. It will be an afterof far more Office'
Rev. Fathers'Lambert and Murphy guished leadership of Mr. Walter Darrsoab, in an event
306 Broadway
Phones:Office 385—Residence 1696
tea and general social event, at
the mission at St. than ordinary importance. One of which any music-loving community
which the members will have a num- Sunday closed
Frances de Sales and returned to may well be proud.
ber of visitors with them.
their homes in Chicago, after a
SEATS ON SALE FRIDAY 9 A. M.
75c, $x.oe, $5.50
The soo Club.
weeks good Work here in this city, PRICES soc,
Mrs. Miu G. Cope of West Broadduring which time they preached four
way will entertain The 5oo club tost.rmons daily at the church which
mii-row afternoon at her home.
was crowded at each, and especially
Confederate Reunion.
of evening time, when crowds were
Dr. D. G. Murrell and wife, Dr. J. o latge many turned away.
Brooks and daughter, and the
Sunday before bringing the serreturned mon to a close Rev. Father Lambert
other Paducahans, have
New informed the congregation that next
from the .re-union held at
is equivilent to a horse ready saddled and bridled at your door, wi
Orleans by the Confederate veterans, year closed the twenty fifth anniverspirits as high as your own, and and sensetively responsive to pr
:ad all report most successful gath- sary of Rev. Father Jansen's charge
sure of foot and touch of hand.
while
ering, thousands being there
here: and he thought in testimony
the Southern city royally entertained thereof many improvements should
the visitors all the time they %Per.- lye made to the church properties.
in the city.
Within a few moments over $2,000
Evening at Music.
was raised for this purpose, while
..a.c.••••••••••1
Miss Caroline Ham of North Sixth this fund will be gradually increased.
are still in the lead. The Peer of the cycle builders art.. Easy
street will entertain next Friday Rev. Father Jansen has proven one
ning and ipeedy.
evening at her home with a musicale cf the most popular ministers ever
If in the market for a wheel it will pay you to see our line. IWe
atationed rere, as testified to by his
can save you money. Bicycles $15,00 up.
long and valued career which has
Epworth Affair.
Cheapest stock of tires bells pumps saddles, etc., in the city. See
• utmost satisfaction to workers
The social and musicale proThick wearing sarfoel, for hes
the great King Bee tire.
He is
gramme planned for last evening by of alt.denolnations alike.
vv riders.
the Epworth League of the Broad- generally bel ved everywhere.
Repair department in charge of expert cycle machinist*.
way Methodist church, has been
"Old wheels taken in exchange."
EASY PAYMENTS.
Day.
St.
postponed until next week, on account of some of the participants beTHE OLD RELIABLE.
At 1o:4-5 o'clock this morning serI
big ill and others detained by ab• vices will be conducted at Grace
stnce from the city.
Episcopal church, commemorative of
Evening Wedding.
St. Phillip's day.
:26 and za8 North Fifth Street, Next to Kentucky Theatre.
1.ast evening at 8:3o o'clock Miss
Daisy Lehrer and Mr. W. P. GardTenth Street- Christian.
ner were united in marriage at the
The Tenth street Christian church —
residence of the bride in 730 Kentucky avenue. Rev. Peter Fields of revivals ,Fpntinue with much interest
the Third street Methodist crurch kt v. W. J. Hudspeth being greeted
performed the ceremony that was by large congregations each night.
witnessed by the relatives and just a Rev. D. W. Bass yesterday went to
few friends. Mr. Walter Reams and Cadiz. Ky., to start the revival meetthe bride's sister 'stood up with the ing that will be held there by Rev
PADUCAH,K
\V. It Pinkerton, but the latter of 130 SOU 1 H THIRD 51".
ntracting pair.
whom
over
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cannot
go
just
on
pretty
very
a
is
young
lady
The
the life of the team. Paducah defeat.ind lovable girl of many admirers occount of the sickness of his wife
and much popularity. She is the Dr. Bass remains until Mr. Pinkerton
, ed Jimmy Ryan's Evansville team
can go over, the latter believing he
Iwo straight games this spring which
(laughter of Mr John Lehrer. ,
is an indication of the speed of the
Mr. Gardner is connected in a re• can get away sometime this week.
"Cigar Signs."—Mattoon Star.
sponsible capacity with the National 11 hen Mr. Bass returns to resume.
work of assisting Rev. Hudspeth.
With due difference for your very
Life and Accident company, and
sterling and well liked young man.
excellent opinion of Mr. Gilligan, we
Second Sunday I nMay.
would remind you that, while he if's
They will make their. home at the
artist there are also others in the
Ian
'Shelton House on North Sixth near
The ministers of the city have set
Thirteen to one made the crowd team directed by the big Chief Lloyd.
it fferson street.
the second Sunday of May as the
feel bad.
A. Perry and a Haas and a Chenault
ters pertaining to civic welfare of
Nothing short of first class peopl- for instance. 011 yes there is a good
this community. Especial stress will
are fit to come agin the Dukes of lot down here along the bank of La
be laid on purchase of the territory
McCracken. .
Pelle River.
(Continued from Page One.)
bounded by Ninth, Eleventh, BroadThat there will never again be a
way
and
Washington streets, and
The petit juries empaneled by the
pay at the gate practice game in
Still Hopeful.
court for service during this term, conversion of same into a public Wallace Park is*a consumation greatSome of these fellows that believe
.sire G. W Grief, W. B. McKinney, j ark.
Is to be wished. Let the team pracis up against it and will prove
Cairo
W. F. Ellithorpe, Charles Frederick,
have
must
it
tice with itself or if
H. H. Cavenaugh, C. P. Harrold, G. ILLINOIS CENTRAL
an opponent, try the firemep, news- ezy-marks will leave Cairo, not in a
W. Lee, W. H. Pitt, Ben J. Billings,
ExcuRsIori BULLETIN. boys, policemen, Mayor Yeiscr and very jolly manner but looking out
E. E. Heath, Philander Pool, Henry
the aldermen, and board of publi,7 the car windows with sober counteChattanooga, Tenn. — Southern works or any old thing. Anything nances attempting to extract consola.111ammen, Jr., J. F. Dowdy, J. B.
Griffith, J. W. Hughes, C. T. Page, Baptist Convention—Dates of sale would be better than everything we tion from the geographical panorama
speeding by. We've ben through 't
W. J. Boatwright, John Theobald, May 8th, 9th and loth, limit ten days have had.
P. E. Stutz, M. N. Trice, J. M. Hart, with, privilege of extension until
Paducah people like to be inter • ail time and again and can appreciato
J. M. Byrd, H. P. Hawkins, Sr., and 'bine r5th by paying a fee of 50 cents. ested and the teams from Evansville the other fellow's feelings.—Cairo
Rate for the round trip $9.25.
R•chard D. Clements.
and Alton were shy In that proposiI Poor old fellow! What' a lonely
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ence of M. E. church—Dates of sal,.
follows; Paducah Packing company May 1st and and, limit to June 3rd, very welcome next Thursday and It levee and pink sidewalks and niggers.
will
cgainst J. W. Howell; E. R. Miller with privilege of extension to June is barely possible the Indians
Eddie Got Gay.
entertainment
vs. C. V. Ezell; H. L. Steyers vs. W. 30th by paying a fee of 50 cents. Rate be furnished some
without question, all hot air aside,
A. McClure, J. P. Holt vs. Samue! for round trip $9.25.
Manager Eddie Kolb, who has
the Alice seems to be the most ex- c ime to the conclusion that Johnnie
Livingston.
Los Angeles, Cal.—Annual Convcn crllent aggregation in the K. T. T. llogan can not be with the local
The Packing company, clans they
contracted with the Howell wherein tion Imperial Council Ancient Order league (in Vincennes) and Amen she team this year, signed a new pitchee
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Congress
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;Central
round trip $643.50. Indians.
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win
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Don't Think"—That's the
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-other parties. The tobacco did not 21St and 22nd, limit May 25th, 1906. can. White we have been held back
Trouble With Cairo.
by a late start and bad weatrer and , Belt's Jacks believe they will take
cottte up to the samples and the pur- Rate for round trip $12.75.
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boilerthe men aren't in as forward shape two out of three from Cairo in the
chasers sued and got, judgment
Memphis, Tenn.—General Conf.tr as I'd like, still they are coming on opening series May 3, 4, g. We don't
against Miller who now comes back
ence Colored M. E. Church South— nicely. The team that beats us out think they'll even capture one. Antion Each to re-imburse himself.
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trip
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a liberal application of ichthyol. Fish
sale May 1st and and, limited to
of
paper to Holt, who claims he Liv- May 3rd. Rates for round trip $6.95. Hyphens. If they get away well and CIA is • a far better remedy than wHA
split even on the trip, the fans can ii are 1.—Bulletin.
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give us pennant
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has a wonder
Paducah
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Anyone wanting rich Hower dirt.
vorce -from R. A. Moffett, to whom of sale. Round trip rate $8.95.
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salaries.
6th,sallovi
the
7. L. Ilethshares, frame, on
churchmen most peominently spoken' between
The detectives *ere laid off last
Jackeon and Ohio, $30.11
and both Messrs. Moore and
,in this ccnineCtion are Dr. Collins
month,
J.,L. Bethshares, frame on Jackman,
i Palter yesterday announced thei dtd
Denny of Nashville, Tenn.; Dr. J. between (5th and 7th. .$450.
they care
to resume
' ' 1 t•Gs
' believed
J. Tigert, Nashville, Tenn., editor of
5. 1... Bethshares, frame on Jackson
work with the legislative boards
the Quarter Review,- and the'Rev. W. between 6th sand 7th, $2co.
with large ampliCall at ou rstore and hear the at a moment's notice and here you enamel Steel Horn ,with
B. McMurray of St. Luis, Mo.
M. G. Wilson, frame, on Clements, passed an &dinance authorizing treir specially prepared Records of Bands have the best orchestra of the coun- t fying Bell and
Detachable
employment._ They have confidence and other Instrumental Music, Songs, try to play the dance music. Or you Horn Connection.
Another matter that will
be between Powell and Yeiser, Viso.
btought up is thas sof institutional
Richard Matlock, frame, on Toth, in the ptomises made, but to be upon Stories, Recitations, and assure your- may wish to lean a song and what
Detachable Horn Supporting Arm.
the safe' side, would rather the law self that this is the best offered. You bitter instruetor can you haVe than
churches. It is ,pointed cm ; that the betweep Tennessee and Ohio, $75.
Aluminum Swinging Arm—
Charles Clark, shed, on 3rd, ba- be enacted, but despite this they By only the Records.
growth of cities in the South and the
one of the Peerless sings
phrase
Noiseless and per(ectly constnigta
--Ti—
t -The Than& • of
—Increase
ari-knoisn as -tie Iiieen 1CiffEte-t-Favenne and Wash: reaVriiiiiit--iasee
a song over and over again if need tt d Motor.
STANDARD TALKING
I Chief James Collins. The latter said
"dovo-town" churches makes neces- ington, $100.
be. The possibilities of this wonderOil tempered bearings that will
MACHINE RECORDS ARE'
sary the extension of the present , Joel C. Clark, frame, on Clemente, he was at sea what to do, as the
ful little machine for instruction and last a lifetime—
I commiaitipners are the parties to elect
a four-year tenure of pai'fors, which is between Yeiser and Powell, $250.
musement are endless.
An adinstablew5peed Screw—
FAMOUS FOR THEIR TONE
iron-clad under the present laws• of t Mrs. A. L. Limiter, brick, on Mad-'the' cfetectiv'ea, while the legislative
Indeifrtictable Natural Tone Sound
This Graprophone represents one
QUALITY.
jo
s
AND
ison,
'between
16th
and
17th, Sao°.
!authorities hays repealed the ordmthe church. It is maintained by those
of the latest achievements -Cif the Box, etc.
Mlartin Irvin frame 'addition, nn ince that Created the °Sees.
e• favor of the proposed change that
One Standee(' Talking Machine
As a home entertainer it has no 1; rgeif and best equipped Talking
Clements, between Pow631 and Sow1 . The council and aldermen do not equal. The best talent in the coun- Machine Industry in the world. Free to Every Customer whose Cash
the siceeeSful club work that ettodld ell, tee
' .
hey try is brought right to your fire- Therefore its reproduction will sue- Purchases amount to
be- meet until next week and
le done in the "down-ten" ohdrehes
Steve Etter, brick, on Clay,
promised Mr. Miller, who believes side 'to while away evenings with ptise and delight the most exacting
is handicapped by the pastor's feeling tweefkannes and Norton, $600.
See and hear this wonderful inatruthat he Must leave and turn over the
ntent and learn how easily you can
Alex Ventere. frame on Clay, be_ the services of the detectives should comical recitations and songs. An listener.
continue, that they would allow the it promptn dance may be gotten up
work to someone else at 'the end Oft Tweets 17th and 19lh•
The , equipment consists of 16-inch 4/bf3fn one free,
$43o.
four years.
Mrs. W. W. Powell, frame addition salaries and take up the matter in
The general conference
on Broadway. between 8th ,andr gth, definite form at their first sessions.
The sluetlis say if they go to work
ably' be called to order Thursday $500.
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CONVENES
THOR AY

NOBLE WOMAN
GONE TO REWARD

HARTFORD, CONN.,

Cash Capital
$ 4,000,000.00
Cash Assets over .
17,000,000,00
Total Liabilities .
r,830,000.00
Net Surplus over. , . • . 7,000,000.00
Surplus to Folicyholders over. 11,000,000.00
Amount at risk in entire city
of San Francisco, about. . 4,000,000.00

Ttr4,^

Losses will to prompily- adjusted and
paid.

In Buildings

Lases paid by Aetna n 87 years over $102,000,000:00

Aetna is conflagration-I:woof*

'METER & GALLAGHER, General Agents,
L G. BMNE, Agent, Western Branch, Cincinnati, 0.
— Paducah, Ky.

mapie•

•••••1

First-Class.
Watch Work
BY EXPERT WATCH MAKERS
Prices Reasonalile.

224 Broadway

Ii. J. Bleichft,
PADUCAH, Ire*

Green River Stone'.

John S. Porteous Marble, Granite
and Stogie Works.

Ok.

••••
•

.•11••=1
.
,

City Detectives

It's Up toit'sYou!
free. See

Remember
this machine. Read our
offer --A natural tone
ta,lking and binging
machine

Free

LENDLER & LYDON.

Paducah, Kentucky
ririrvirallerAtirOt

-.4are

We are now in a position to furnish any style or kind of vehicle direct from the factory, thus saving you the
middleman's profit, as we are the down-town agents for the HARDY BUGGIES, made in Paducah, by iladucaii
workmen,and
, strictly guaranteed.

Paducah .Saddlery Company
Corner Fourth and Jefferson Streets

Incorporated.

Paducah, Ken

es

THE 'PANAMA CANAL KANSAS WHEAT BELT
NAVIGATION OF THE PROPOSED
REGION IN WHICH ARE MANY
ISTHMIAN WATERWAY.
HOTKE3 OF CULTURE.

DOG PROUD OF CLOTHES.

THE .R1VEIL

Canine That Is Very Much Distressed When Deprived of
Correct Apparel.

BY CHARLES W. STEVENSON.

GUY NANCE

stately elver flowing free,
And faithful as the speeding hourg.
Dost thou but seek the lonely sea,
To lose thy quickening powers
In windless; deeps where shipwrecks US
And only dark and death draw nigh?
Dost thou Row on heedless of fate,
Au aimless force amid a world
Where never will on will doth wait
And wishes vain are hurled
Against the hills of chance that loom
Along horizons black with doom?
Rthat is thy message unto man, •
A brief sojourner by thy aide,
-tiri
Thy mission In the mystic plea
.e
That bath too oft denied
Ambition's high and holy worth,
And love, that would tilujne the earth?

Undertaker and Embalmer,

0,

There is a dog in Augusta who
dresses just like a man, wearing the
regulation coat, vest, collet and cravat
and is very proud of hit apparel, seemingly, being very much distressed and
ashamed whenever his busy master
does not have time to rig him up in
his clothes, reports the Augusta (Gas)
Chronicle.
"If there are any who are "from
Missouri," they may be satisfied by
calling at a blacksmith shop On Ellis
street, near the city hall, where they
can be introduced to him by0his masdr, George Bailey, a negro employe of
the smithy.
He wears them with a conscious dignity and is hugely delighted when anyone stops to notice his attire and comment thereon. He will gass intently
at eltag-ipedItar
- and jepotidy eragliJa
tail when complimented upon his appearance.
It is not known what whim induced
the blacksmith to thus clothe his canine pet "in all points like as we are."
But he certainly devised the dog's
dress most ingeniously. No detail is
wanting. The cat of his coat is after
the latest mode-has pockets, toothe collar is nicely laundered and the
cravat is tied with correct smartness.
The first thing in the morning he
must be properly dressed, or else he
whines piteously. After he has been
clothed according to his usual custom
his joy knows no bounds, and he displays his pleasure with much barking and wagging of his tali. He has
the utmost contempt for the host of
naked dogs who roam about the street
and absolutely refuses to associate
with them, manifesting a spirit of outraged indignation at their immodatty.

GUY NANCE,
Manager.

FRITZ ICETTLER,
A esistant.

M. NANCE.
Embalmer.

PRIVATE AMBULANCE
for Sick ivad Injured Only.
Som. Interesting Particulars of Its
it Only Real Work of the TuaT
_
213 SOUTH THIRD STREET.
Construction and Probable
During Cie Harvest Season- ;
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
OLD PHONE 699.
Length of Time It •
Farm.rs Generally Are
NEW PHONE 334.
PADUCAH, KY.
Will Take.
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----To make it possible to pass a shin
There are homes on the wheat
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of the two types, all things considered. with the best things of life, says ,,tie
is the better is a miestion requiring Kansas City St Ir. The onerous toil of
General Cartage Business,
great thought for the proper answer. the wheat hale-est is mostly imaginwrites William Barclay Parsons, in ary. The only real work of -the year is
About thy banks in days long past
Great nations rose and ruled and fell,
Century. On the one hand, there are during the week of harvest. Turning
Superior Facilities for
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tell
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Freight,
ant of capitaland some delay in time
The dreams of all who came and went,
although the lathe; in the life of suct sith a drill is easy. Waiting for it
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The story of Dairp.'1 glow
And Househotpaoods.
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an enterprise is probably of smil. to-grow Is not- SuCh degrading labor.
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thrones
dust
end
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amount The deciding factor wit
And graves of unrememberAd dead.
probably be the practical usefulnesi a year work hrrier all summer than
Thy waters make their ancient moan
O'er futile stories fled
of the type when completed. No mat do the wheat h ..vesters. The harvest
From haunts where wild beasts make thine
ter what the deaign, the canal canna hands are soft( L. weakened products
lair
I:7e, and that is why
be navigated its entire length by large of enervating t
And all is mute save gaunt despair.
the
work
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hard. The harvest
steamers with the freedom 'ha
Nay, mere than this thy lesson shows,
they pass up and down a emu season is a godsend to these men. The
To man who bears his burdens grave.
outlet
to
the
country
for
a
season
of
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It is contemplated
river.
And, upward looking, swift outgroWs
the width of the canal at tht ski-eating toil-50002S the nerves of a
The passions of a slaveStill, still, thy majesty inspires
bottom shall he about 150 feet fermenting elentant the city breeds
The conscious soul that duty &real
giving a width on the surface of Iron',and harbors.
The farmers of the wheat belt, on
200 to 350 feet, according to the at
With patteisee teire thy crystal tides
.The most despised drudgery of housekeeping is the care of the
Sweep roued the selfish city's wall
ness of the side elopes, dependent or the whole, seem to be about the hapseveral fires and the sweeping up of the ashes and dust they proThrough fruitful valleys where abides
the varying local character of the rodi piest agriculturists to be found. The
Fair nature's beauteous thrall,
duce. Unless, of course, you own a
or earth through which the canal wit iapid growth of the western counties
Where toll, that filehts with Unman& fate,
be dug. As large modern steamer, into the gigantic wheat-producing secBuilds high the atreinkkapertal state.
have a beam of 75 feet, ft is otoriour tion that it now is has offered ample
verdured hills, through sunny meads,
Past
that two such vessels cannot pas.. °al opportunity for all the farmers of
Content to find the easier way, •
managing ability to build up moderother in the regular channel.
Thou teeeheat, 'mid the warring creeds
Only one fire then needed an d no dust or ashes in the living
That mar our matchless day,
ale fortunes and acquire large tracts
On arriving at either terrain: s
How more than aL love brings us peace.
rooms.
Estimates free.
land. These they have adorned
Illagabos
ship will report to the harbor .uast
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And gentle service gladl increase.
v th splendid homes, orchards and
for a permit to pass, and, if she Le
For where thy waters are the laid
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ts glow, fond homes arise,
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through. After an inspection, the tak tine cattle and good breeds of all doThe labor of the willing hand
fug on or coal, supplies and a pilot, 8114 mestic stock. The wheat belt is also
Man's want and need defies,
being mea,surt:d for and paying tot "the greatest grass land on the "PAGAN" TOWN IN ENGLAND tad mighty thought assumes its retire
O'er doubt and death, o'er grief and pain
charges, the vessel will then receive at earth." That is, native gmas growl
Both Phones 201. isa South Fourth Bt., 325 Kentucky A-M1111111.
order entitling her to proceed. Thit there in profusion, and it makes the Village of 1,700 People Who Seem 0, siver river Sowing free,
to Have Gone Spiritually
order wIll be like a train order on t hest grazing of any grass crop. All
The mountain dews feed thy pure heart.
The singing brooks would bide with them
single-t-ack railway, giving authoritj these things have enabled the procreato Bleep.
And earth-storms dwell apart,
to go to a certain point, and there tive farmers to surround themselves
"Pagan Hook" is the name now en- For in thy liberal life resides hides.
either to meet and pass a ship coming with everything that goes to make
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ranged by constr. :.ng"sidirge;" that iehich of t‘..o steers will gain a pound that the vitar, the Rev. W. M. Ding- And as sweet freedom brings man cheer.
logien illustrating and describing every kind of high griole •nd loo-fradt
bicycles, old patterns and latest models.•tid learn of our remarkable ollE
Is. whienings of the channel intc the quicker and on a given ration, and well, has thrown up the cure of the So wealth and culture 'wring anear.
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Dame in the world will do. You will leant everything and get soma mho
Or chafing mountain sidenext siding where a vessel Is expected, !rig with and trsa• them accordingly. three years," said the vicar, in an inable
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$8.50 per pair.
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of obstructions or vessels ahead, so as steady Work. The bend that throws people of Hook to come to church.
As harbihgers of day;
NO MORE TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURES.
"There is a population of 1,700 peoto prevent collisions.
people together of an equal plane of
And roving winds waft odors sweet
Result of re years experience in tire
ple, but many of them absoletely re- O'er paths where joy and sorrow meet.
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great mystery!
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gestion from C. A. Francis of the will be in smaller tracts and so
gentleman who has a watery) And thought more fear divest;
like incense, shall arise
Higher Technical school of Tokio. who ly settled that the local market will fur coat. We shall make the collar or And faith, sweep
through clearer skim.
To vaster
labor needed in the bar'
4-ha--earee..ity
study Japanese manufacturing condi- sest That will mark the e
tcrial as the cloth of the coat, or of
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"How
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1AR MADE A COCKTAIL

COCKTAIL AT THREE FORKS RING THE CURSE OF SPAIN

NATIONALITY ESTABLISHED.

COMMUTER TESTS
MRS.- COMMUTER

Lemon Chill Tonic -

New York Doctor Taught Him the
Decoction That Was Too Much for Simple Band
Is Known as "Mephise "Him" Was No Dago Because He Had
Trick and He Was an Apt
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
Cowboys and the Mixer Had
to's" and Brings Misfortune
Some Uncles Who Were
Pupil.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
to Drink It.
44Co
”
to Dynasty.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDV.
queer
--thing
"A
happened
on
the
"The present czar of Russia learned
.
"I was standing in the barroom in a
There is always a distinction and •
There might be room for argument train this morning," said the commutthe art of making an American cock- resort at Three Forks," said a travelWILL CURE NE.P.US
tail from an American physician," said 'rig man, "waiting for the proprietor sort'of pride in possessing something over the proposition that the trade or er to his wife. "I am going to put the
which no one else has, even if that profession makes the man; but in cer- situation to you and see what you BLES AND WILL
a man in an uptown saloon where he
RESTORE THE
r arrive, in the hope of placing a
something is reputed to be a dispenser tain cases there could be no doubt think of it.
was sipping the old-fashioned tipple. manli order. While I was waiting,
WEAK
AND
SICKLY
TO PIP.
"At Caldwell two men began to arof misfortune and history can show about the relation of. calling and ex"I have that from the physician him- eve° cowboys, whipped in fur coats, Mat the poasessur
gue on toe general cussedness of hu- FECT HEALTH,
is sure to get into traction, says Youth's Companion:
their own dignity and a reputation as
self," relates the New York Bun.
'rouble through it. Uhtil very reA worker among the children of man nature. One was a pessimist, the
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG
the top riders of the country which
"Not only that, but I sipped a cock'
cently the Spant.,h royal family was New York's slums was endeavoring to other an optimist. The optimist diu STOP^s
stretches away toward the lead of
In this unenviable position and this get together a class of boys for the moat of the talking.
tail made from the same formula, out
Willow Creek, came into Hag saloon
"'The average man,' said he, 'is hontinted from about the middle of the singing teacher of her settlement.
of a handsomely carved cup which bore and, marching up
to the bar, demand- sixteenth
century until after the time
Happening upon a little boy hanging est. I will prove it to you right now.
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
an Inscription from the donor, who at ed a cocktail.
if the Spanish-American war.
about a corner fruit stand, the settle- There are at least 50 men in this car
the time was czarevitch, and which
"The bartender looked nonplussed
This unique but unfortunate posses- ment worker accosted him, and ex- end not one of them I venture to say
had contained the stirrup cup drunk Air a moment, but he was not to he
—LA W V ER—
sion is nothing more or less than an plaining about the class, asked him II mill claim anything that does not beilt the last meeting between the Rua- shut out, so he grabbed the blggest Innocent-looking but rather wonderlong to him.'
he
would not like to Join. The child
\
'en heir apparent and the American glees he could find behind the bar 'end ful ring, and because it is reputed
"The cynic admitted that they were,
to grinned and seemed willing.
practice in all courts
immediately got busy. If there was be
Ker
Indeed, a pretty decent lot. 'But I'd
'
.-doctor.
the carrier of ill luck it has been
Then
the
lady espied another boy,
anything there he missed putting into
tuchy.
dubbed "Mephisto's ring." In appear- still smaller, whom she had not DO" advise you to go slow,' he said. How
"The doctor wars • few years ago
that glass, from the salt and pepper
ance it 15 aimilax to an ordinary mar- hoed, at first. He, too, was- hanging do you propose to test them?'
practicing in a city in western New
sauce used to flavor the beet...lb-UR
optimist.
riage
band of sond gold with the ex- about the fruit stand, and evidently
York. He was once an attache of the snippings from the ends of the cigars
DR W. C. EUBANKS.
have in my pocket a ecarfpin that 1
ItUleiall court and had some appoint- which he found in the cigar cutter, I ception that it is set with a large and Alonged With the other.
have never worn. I only bought it4
perfect
emerald,
the
oenter
(Homeopathist.)
of
which
"Oh,
and
your little friend there,"
ment, I have forgotten what, later on. could not see it, and when he had
has been hollowed out and contalns she said, pleasantly, "wouldn't he like eesterday and am taking it to town
"One evening, when he had been finally finished he had two big bes:
to-day to give it to my wife's nephew Office, 306 Broadway—Phor.e 122
•ruby so cut as to fit exactly. Around talconie and sing, too?'
called to see the czarevitch, the talk glasses full of the mixture.
as a birthday present. Now, I am willthese at the edge of the emerald are
Residencc, E.:;, Broadway
The first child's coloring spoke in"The boys both tasted the beverage, alternately
rim to American drink/. The new
set pearls and diamonds of disputably of Italy, although his speech ing to give the impression that I found
Phone zsg.
it in this car. If anybody has nerve
doctor carried his own stock of Amer- and It did not taste good. Each had about the else of pin heads.
smacked of the Bowery. The smaller enough to
unlimbered
big
gun
a
playfully
sad,
claim it as his be may have
ican liquors. He spoke of the AmeriAlthough this ring is said to be boy's hair was also dark. When no
toying with, the weapons, they sug. quite
valuable and to have a wonderful reply came to her question, the lady U.'
can cocktail which at that time, was
Cecil Itind
gested that the bartender drink hie history attached
"The cynic agreed to those cOndi- J. C. Flournoy
to it, no one can be went on talking, trying to Ingratiate
the most called for mixed drink at the
titans and the porter was called.
own mixture. It required some per found in Spain
who is willing to take herself.
bar.
suasion, but finally, to avoid trouble It even
" 'Will you ascertain,' said the opas a gift, and this because it
'Your friend is Italian, too?" she re Umist, 'if anybody
"The caarevitch was amused at the he swallowed the contents of both
in this car has lost
Is universally known what "Ilitephisto's marked, interrogatively.
name. He thought It was a joke. The glasses. 'Now, make your will, yee ring"
anything recently?'
means.
At
this
the
little Italian stared hard
"The porter walked up and down the
Yankee doctor assured him it was not. would-be poisoner,' shouted the punch
This evil ornament came into Span- at the lady, then broke into fluent
aisle and bawled out at the top of his
"The csarevitsk said he would like art, and solemnly they put their guns t& possession at the time of the reign
and as. Columbia Bldg,
speech.
voice: 'Lost
property found—lost
to try the drink. The doctor brought back where they belonged, treated the of Philip II., but hew so one seems
"Him," he exclaimed, pointing to the property found. Who does It belong
PADUCAH,
BY,
away
faded
and
cigars
house
the
to
to know. History tells that during the smaller child, "him a dojo?" Vier
In his ingredients and prepared •
to? This gentleman has it.'
into the distance, their horses hitting reign of this monarch
and those of with a derisive laugh, "I gnats nit,
asektall In the presence of the czar.only the high spots as they disap- his successors, Philip
"Everybody looked through their
III. and Philip W'y, him's got three uncles wore
vitch, who was ineeneely interested. peared up the valley.
pockets
and several persons claimed to
IT.,
the oountry was slowly but surely
When he had tasted it he went into sc"And I tell you, the impromptu bar on the decline.
be poorer than when they left home.
This
ring
in
the
staoies and called for more.
hinder had good occasion to make his Possession of
Three had lost money, one a watch
all these kings. From
SHE OWNED A PIANO.
charm, somebody else a bunch of keys Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers, see
'After be had sampled several cost- will. For three or four hours he was the reign of Philip IV.
to that of
tails he prepared to make the mixture the sickest man I ever saw, and it Charles IV. the ring cannot be traced, But Possession of It Did Not Weigh and another a signet ring. Presently
a man sitting near the middle of tile
himself, and learned with much more took the services of a doctor, who but it than again springs into exist
Nort hFifth, Both Phone gsg.
Against Her Chances
worked over him for an hour or two, ince, ,ond
ear jumped up and said:
sage than than be has learned some
history tells of the die
for Belief.
'By George! I have Post a scarfpin!' Residence met Clay, Old Phone Aga
to bring him back to life again."
estrous wars between Spain and Eng
other things since.
"
'What kind of a pin 1188 it?' asked
land during the time of the last-named
A little girl at • rece.et Christmas
"When the American doctor was
the optimist.
CASTE IN THE KITCHEN. monarch.
entertainment
in
one of ttA college set
leaving St. Petersburg the czarevitch
Next Philip's son, who ascended the tlements talked grandly to visitor. " 'It was an opal set in a gold band
had ascended the throne. The physi- Case of a Cook Who Couldn't Afford
Spanish throne sec Ferdinand III., h about "our piano." Pieces played on of Egyptian workmanship,' was the
to Reside on Just a Plain
elan asked leave to pay his respects
taken prisoner by Napoleon and the tie piano to amuse the children evi reply.
-The optimist '
Street.
nearly dropped. 'Is
4 and was accorded an audience.
Spanish throne is given to the brother dently brought the subject to her
St. Louis and Tennessee Rivet Parkthis it?' asked the optimist.
"The emperor reminded him that he
of the French emperor. Then comer mind, relates the New York Sun.
company—the cheapest and Met
et
The L1ndsay family was moving out
" 'It is,' said the man, and he took
One very practical women who con
was an expert in mixing ,the Ameri- of the old house on an avenue into a tne Carnet rebellion under Ferdinand's
excursion out of Paducah
the
pin.
can tipple, and thereupon they re- new house on a fashionable street At daughter, Isabella II., and the banish tributes much to the supnort of' the
"The optimist was disheartened. He
paired to a private room where the that critical period the 'Lindsay cook went of Queen Christina; the war wee settlement heard the child's remarks had lost a valuable pin and
his faith
"It seems to me," she said, rather
czar of all the Missies produvad some gave notice of lea7ing. The mistress the Moors; the banishment of Queen
In the honesty of mankind at the same
Isabella
censoriously
in
1868;
the
to
general
the
head
scene/
worker, "that tkae, and the
American whisky and the ingredients was in despair, for the cook was a
double blow was enough
of anarchy and bloodshed during the a child whose family owns a planc
to floor him. The cynic, although seThe czar model one, and bad lived with them
to work out a cocktail.
years
Isn't
of
1873
and
really
1874,
suffering
and
finally
for
the
need
of
help
cretly delighted, was puzzled.
mixed drinks for the two like a regular for years, relates the Chicago Record- quarrels between Spain and
her cola There are plenty who are really is " 'Of course,'
Herald.
said he, 'you can't
barkeep and enjoyed it.
"It will be so much more convenient rates, which resulted in the disastrous need. and I don't think it right to squeal. You've agreed to let the fel"The czar assured the doctor that It
Spanish-American
exclude
them
war.
in
favor
of one who low keep the pin, and
It is s trip of pleasure, comfort
In the new house, Nora, and we have
you're bound In
At the time of the commencement of owns a piano."
was the greatest bracer he ever took. depended on you so long I don't see
table,
honor to do, but I'd demand an ea- and rest; good service,
Seeking out the child, the head
Obt then, you know, royalty lays on how ;ve can part with you now. At the recent war between Spain and the
plination if I were you. The circum- good rooms, etc. Boats
each
worker
quelltionec. her closaly.
Its prabte and compliments with a leas; tell we why you are going?" United States this ring was presented
stances are really remarkable, and that Wednesday and Saturday
p.
at
$
by the Spanish royal family to a
"Did you say you had a piano at much
However, the doctor was Mrs Lindsay pleaded.
trowel.
is due you.'
For other information apply to Jam
church
your
house"
in
the
hope
that
she
having
asked.
a re"Ste II, inert, I have my own repot&
"The optimist thought so, too, se he Koger, superiotende,
probably the only American who evei
rrank
ligious institution as its owner its evil
"Yes, indeed," responded the child, went back
and sat down beside the Brown, agent.
had the ruler of Russia mix and give (ion to look after," answered Nom, effects would be averted
ehrerfolly.
This
did
-and if I went agin the rules of the
man who had filched his pin.
him a cocktail."
"Is it yours or your mother's?"
in elligence sassiety I beldlogs to they nothing toward changing its influence,
"'Sir,' said the optimist, 'there is no
"It's mine; Santa Claus brought It teed for me to tell
wouldn't give me a reccond in the beet for almost immediately after its recepyou that you are
tion by the church this house of
to me last year."
an infernal rascal. You know that as
m RAPID GROWTH OF ANTLERS houses, an then I'd be down and out- ship was burned to the ground, worLight began to dawn on the settle well as I do. You are
and
see?''
aware that that
the ring was thereupon returned to ment worker's brain.
—DENTIST—
pin does not belong to you. What I
don't
see,"
I
"No,
miss
retorted
her
Those of Wapiti Become Wonderful
its
donor.
"And how large is your piano—as would like to know in bow
tress, "tell MP exactly why you are
you were
Structure in Your Youths'
It was then given to a museum, but, big as that?" pointing to the upright lee to describe it so accurately.'
Truehart Building.
giving up a place that has always
Time.
like the church, this was also destined In the room.
"Then the optimist proceeded to resuited you for an uncertainty."
"Oh. TIC% mine is a teenty weenty late his previous conversation
"Sure, mem, it's because of the rimy. to receive harm, for it was twice (s
with the
About the end of the winter—that is lag You are going to live on a street" thing said never to happen) struck by bit of a one, just about so high," and cynic. The young man listened
with
tie
lightning.
little girl leaned down and meas- keen appreciation. He did not
The ring was again rein mid-March --the antlers ot the yea)
"Yes; one of the finest in the city."
get
before break off flush with their bass
"An' I've always lived on a avenue, turned to the Spanish royal family, ured a distance of 12 or 15 inches mad.
OFFICE 120 NORM FI7T11
where
floor.
tie
it
from
remained
for
some time. The
" 'Sir,' he said, when it came i..3
an inch or more above the skull; usu mem. If it was a terrace, or a honks,
last
defeat
It
turned
of
out
the
to
Spanish
be
a
child's
piano,
army
and
time
to
talk,
'perhaps
might
yard,
I
be
I am not such a
willin' to change, but
eller they are fount close together,
TELEPHONES
navy is claimed to be due to this ring. preseeted by the settlement itself a villain as you hink. I could describe
showing that they fell nearly at the when me friends found that I was livResidence
20
At present no one will take the re year previously.
Offica sgs
his pin because it belonged to me. I
same time, writes Erneet Thompson ing on just a street they'd all cut me; eponsibility
of the ownership of this
lost it five years ago. I have been lookwould,
they
indeed,
mew.
I
draw
the
NiagaLine
Beton, in Scribuer 3
jewel, so It brut been placed in a strong TOWN , SAVED BY FOREST. ing for it ever since. I knew that I
lige at a street."
At first, the place of each antler ie
box and secretly buried.
•
should find it some time. In all these
There Have Been Instances Wherein years, whenever I heard of a man
• broad. raw spot. In a few days it BOOKS WRITTEN IN PR:SON
findExplosive Gems,
Planting of Trees Has Dons
shows a thick rounded pad of blood
ing anything, I have butted in with a
BROOKHILL
It is not uncommon for a diamond
BUILDING.
the Work.
description of that pin, hoping that he
gorged skin. This swells rapidly and Some of the Most Famous Writers
to
explode
noon
after
it
reaches
the
Did Their Best Work Be- •
might have it. I have been particularin a fortnight the great bulbous fuzzy
• surface; some have been known to
Baby forests are some of Uncle ly anxious to get it in the last two
TELEPHONE NO. 444.
hind Bars.
horn beginning has shot up to a height
burst in the pockets of the miners or Sam's pets. Successful forest planting years. I am married now and I
want
'several
exactly
inch".
the
of
At
right
A publisher 44,aa talking about Oscar when held in the warm hand, and the has been done for some time in Nebras to get the opal set in a ring for my
time, place and in tire the right direc- Veildces strange
book. "De Profundis," loss is the greater because large stoner ka, and new a new nursery is being wife. I thank you for returning it to J, K. HENDILTCH.
tion a bump comes forth to be the with its pathetic decoration of a
MARBLE.
hire are more liable to explode or fly in planted in California near Santa Bar- me.'
foundation of the brow tine.
beating its wings egainst the bars of. pieces than small onset. ' Valuable bara. Seeds of trees suited to the cll.
"The optimist listened, but he was
p•-,-01 have been destroyed in this mate there will be grown and in abcul not convinced. 'I understand
cell.
In a few more days the bez tine
the sit"Wilde's is not the first good book ti way, and it is whispered that running two years the seedlings will be vied)
projectel by the invisible archit
, uation,' he said, 'but I still think you
have been written in jail," he said dealers are not averse to allowing re- to be transplanted to their permancer are a rascal. In my opinion you have
In a Month the sir ',mitre is nearly
"Jail, in fact, seema to be a good plus sponsible clients to handle, or carry in locations. The upper water shed of no right to that On. I bought it yesfoot high and all enveloped in
LAWYEP5i
to write books in. Literavy men sur their warm pockets large crystals the Santa Ynez river now is quite bare tbrday in good faith, and I consider
turgid mass of feverish, throbbing
fresh from the mine. By way of safe- or sparsely covered with chaparral that it belongs to Inc.'
pass themselves there.
Rooms I, a and 3 Regist::
blood vessels—the scaffolding
and
"Finally they submitted the question
"John Bunyan wrote 'Pilgrim's Prog guard against explosion some dealers This is the water shed which supplies
523 1-2 Broadway.
workmen of this stirorisiag ttructure sess'.in jail.
imbed large diamond; in raw potato the town of Santa Barbara with water, to the rest .of the men in car. Opinion
Practice
in all the courts of the
Night and (lay the wo-k !a pushed elte
"Cervantes wrote 'Don Quixote' It ta insure safe tran--it to England.— and it will be the first scene of attempt was diveded. Some thought the young
astounding speed, and in four :Lomb, prison.
London Chronicle.
at reforesting. Good forest growth :s man entitled to the pin, others that state. Both Phobos 31.
essential both to preeerve the 'water Diogenes had the best claim to it."
this skyscraper
finishtd—a wonder
"Defoe laid the plans for 'Robinsor
Eclipse in Malta.
"I am surprised," put in the cow
and to avoid the washing down of slit
ful structure, Indeed, fir a 'ewe ol Ciusoe' during • term of confinement
An engineer who viewed the recent If unchecked this
muter's
wife, "that there should be any
imposed
would
on
him
ruin
for
writing
the
the
of
retie
• eclipse of the sun
nature's forces have Lilted, a myriad
from his station in
tc
of invialble workmen rave don. 0011 pamphlet called 'The Shortest Way Malta thus describes the effect of the ervoir. The enterprise Is one phase el disagreement. Of course it beloogedar
Architect and Superintendent
the national endeavor to induce and to Diogenes. The ethics of the case
part and an edifice that accerring to with the Disteenterse
darkness on the inhabitants of that he
as
plain
as
a
pikestaff
to
an
"Leigh Hunt =Ole_ 'B imint'
conserve the ntarALLits_w_elLan to du
az -rater- etweld rhee---tatair •
leirtr
The Maltese nearly went mad tribute the resulting
water by tne int cept that young man."
"Sir Water Raleigh, during his 14
Phone 4911 Red; New Phone
with fright, thinking the world was gation
lifetime is'here rushed through ig a
"Thanks." said the commuter. "That OM
work. Italian irrigation he"
years' imprisonment in the tower of
coming to an end. All the people of bean termed
summer and all in absolute silence.
was
the
point
I
wanted
your
opiniou
the most economical in
London, wrote his excellent 'History
the village where I am living ran into utiliz:ng water
August sees the building done, but ii of the World.'
supply, and the most
the
church,
while
some
rang the highly developed system
There was a brief silence. Presently
I. 01111 ()tutored with scaffolding.' The
"Silvio Pellioo and Tags° both did
of adminischurch bells and some even fired off trative control.
supplies of blood at the bass dhs TO their beet work in jail."
• finite's system is said the commuter's wife looked at her huslarge squibs (something of the firetoo NORTH FIFTH STREET
to illustrate examples of irrigation on band's flushed face, at his wilted collar
duced and finally discontinued
The
works tribe, I mean), but it was all the
Sheep
in
Spain.
largest scale, and America's 'Idle and the tie beneath.
ander is no longer in vital touch with
Both Phones sic
"Why, where did you get that pin?"
There are about 10,000,000 of migrat over in about a quarter of an bout the most rapid deevlopment.
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